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Abstract: Communities in urban space are the most basic living units. Community visual features
directly reflect the local living quality and influence the perception of residents and visitors. The
evaluation of the community visual features is of great significance to the space design under the
guidance of urban landscape recognition and urban space perception. Based on the street view
image data, this paper analyzes the composition of visual features in the community space scale by
using the geographically weighted principal components analysis. GWPCA can not only reflect the
global characteristics, but also analyze the local components, thus describing the visual features of
the community in a comprehensive manner. The results show that: (1) community visual features
have significant spatial heterogeneity at different statistical scales, and the spatial heterogeneity of
community visual features can provide a basis for urban landscape planning and design; (2) the
combination mode of dominant visual elements can reflect different community landscapes. The
analysis of this paper further illustrates the effectiveness and application prospect of street view
images in identifying the landscape composition mode of urban space from the medium-micro
perspective. This conclusion is helpful for planners to learn the dominant visual features of the
community through street view images, and, further, use the classification of elements of street view
images to guide the planning and design of cityscape.

Keywords: street view image; community visual spatial features; geographical weighted principal
components analysis; GWPCA

1. Introduction

Community is one of the most basic space units in a city, and it is also the main
place living and rest for urban residents in daily life. The streets and public spaces in
communities are main spaces for the daily activities of urban residents. Communities have
three basic attributes: built environment, functional attribute and visual appearance [1,2].
Built environment and functional attribute constitute the spatial layout and functional
service of community. There are a series of researches on evaluating community function
and built environment by using POI data, social media data, remote sensing data, LBS
data and heat map data [3–7]. In contrast, there are relatively few studies on the visual
appearance features of communities [3]. The visual appearance features of communities
mainly refer to all kinds of things that can be seen in the local space of communities,
including cars, bicycles and pedestrians which are dynamic as well as buildings, roads
and plants which are static. These factors affect the life experience of residents and the
impression of tourists on the community.

The innovation of sensor technology and digital technology promotes the emergency
of new data collection and processing means, which provides high-resolution street real-life
image data for the evaluation and research of urban spatial environment [8]. Street view
images provide a new dimension for urban physical feature recognition on a large-scale
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spatial scale, and they also provide a new opportunity for refined evaluation of urban
physical features [9]. Compared with the traditional field survey data, street view images
not only have a wide coverage and a large amount of data, but also provide API inter-
face development. They can be downloaded free of charge from the interface provided
by map operators. More importantly, the images contain abundant urban infrastructure
information, which can provide artificial and natural landscapes at street level, and intu-
itively and accurately express the details of urban built environment. These advantages
make street view image an important new data source in urban environmental assessment
research [8,10,11].

The new data environment, the innovation of computer technology and geographic
information technology provide new conditions for large-scale and meticulous examination
of community visual features. Street view images record the built environment of cities in
a relatively comprehensive manner. It will be a mainstream way of future urban research
to use street view images to analyze and recognize urban space, which can respond to the
existing theories and even explore new research fields.

The analysis of community visual features based on street view explores the visual feelings
of street such as green viewing rate, sky opening degree and motorization degree [8,12,13].
There is a phenomenon of spatial differentiation in community visual features, and scholars
believe that the visual appearance features of blocks are influenced by land use, urban
planning, population mobility and aggregation [1,4], and there are significant differences
in visual features in different areas of different cities [14,15].

Taking street view images in Huangpu district of Shanghai as an example, this paper,
based on semantic segmentation of full convolution neural network and geographically
weighted principal components analysis (GWPCA), analyzes the spatial distribution of
dominant community visual features, judges the heterogeneity of community visual fea-
tures in different spatial scales and tries to summarize the patterns of dominant visual
features in local areas from the perspective of visual element composition.

2. Literature Review

The research on the community visual features is a kind of research topic on street
space from the perspective of humanism [16], which pays attention to the visual perception
elements and spatial differentiation of community, block and street. Traditional research
methods of visual appearance features of communities, blocks and streets mainly focus
on questionnaire survey, on-the-spot investigation and structural interview, and street
visual features are evaluated and studied according to the subjective feelings and cognition
of researchers and interviewees [17–20]. Chen et al. recorded the underlying interface
variables and walking activities of commercial streets through on-the-spot observation and
taking pictures, in order to explore the influence of street visual appearance on walking
activities [17]; Xiong et al. took people as the core object of street evaluation, and made
quantitative observation and evaluation based on people-oriented observation method on
people’s composition, distribution, behavior and color, so as to improve street quality [18];
Brown et al. learned the influence of the building environment on physical activities
through telephone interviews, questionnaires and systematic observation [20]. These
studies have certain limitations in objectivity of evaluation results, large-scale refined
evaluation and humanistic perspective [9,21–23].

With the development of technology, to solve the limitations caused by field survey
data, scholars began to use street view image data to analyze the visual features of com-
munities. However, most existing studies use traditional regression analysis and principal
components analysis methods to analyze community features. Salesses et al., based on
Google Street View, used Moran’s I statistics to measure the spatial features of urban
environmental perception [24]; Li et al., based on Google Street View, used Poisson regres-
sion model with spatial filtering effect to study the relationship between violent crime
and physical features of urban living environment [25]. Traditional principal components
analysis can reduce the dimension of high-dimensional data, keep the most important
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features, and remove redundant parts and relatively unimportant features in the data, so
as to improve the data processing speed and the interpretability of the results. However,
by analyzing and summarizing the community features, it is difficult to explain the high
correlation among visual features by relying on the traditional regression analysis and
principal components analysis [5]. For example, there may be high collinearity between the
width of streets and the width of sidewalks, and between the height of buildings and the
visibility of the sky. Traditional statistical analysis is difficult to eliminate this collinearity,
and it is less convincing in explaining the composition of the community’s visual features.
Futhermore, in communities affected by socio-economic phenomena, the visual features are
spatially heterogeneous and relevant, so it is necessary to analyze the spatial dimensions
of visual features. However, the traditional principal components analysis is a statistical
analysis method based on the overall situation [26], which ignores the spatial variation of
the main load factor vector and variance contribution, and cannot realize the analysis of
local spatial distribution features.

Based on the former researches, a small number of scholars have optimized their
research methods, and replaced the traditional regression analysis and principal compo-
nents analysis methods with geographically weighted principal components analysis to
realize the analysis of local spatial distribution features. Chao et al., based on Baidu Street
View, analyzed the community visual features at different scales by using geographically
weighted principal components, and considered that under the statistical scale of 1 km,
the visual perception evaluation based on Street View has a strong explanatory power,
and has application scenarios in judging the spatial laws and designing the styles at the
regional scale [26]. Geographically weighted principal components analysis (GWPCA) is a
local statistical analysis method [5], which can help to understand the structural features of
geographical changes in socio-economic phenomena, identify the maximum load factor
variables of the principal components of spatial changes, visualize the local spatial distri-
bution features of the variance contribution of principal components, and optimize the
selection of geographically weighted regression variables. It can not only make up for the
deficiency of principal components analysis in spatial distribution interpretation, but also
enhance the analysis and interpretation of socio-economic geographical differentiation.

3. Methods
3.1. Study Area

The study area of this paper is the whole Huangpu District of Shanghai (Figure 1).
The Huangpu District has both historical and cultural blocks and modern commercial and
living blocks. It is adjacent to Huangpu River, with rich and diversified landscape features,
which can meet the needs of analyzing the heterogeneity of visual features at the micro
and micro scales.
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3.2. Data Sources

The research object is the street view image within the research scope. The road
network data used comes from OpenStreetmap, and the street view image data comes from
the open platform of Baidu Map.

A sampling point is generated every 100 m on the road network (Figure 2). According
to the geographical coordinates of the sampling point, the Street View Image Application
Programming Interface (API) provided by Baidu Map can be called to return street view in
images. At each sampling point, call parameters are set along four horizontal directions
(0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦), with elevation angle of 12◦, image width of 512 and image height
of 1024. A total of 11,560 street view images are collected. Except for the residential area
without road network, the sampling points of street view images cover most areas of
Huangpu District, which can represent the visual features of Huangpu District.
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This study collected the above data in March, 2021. Baidu map provided the street
view data in May, 2019, and OSM platform provided the road network data in 2021.
Therefore, some sampling points may return null values, and these sampling points need
to be deleted. In the end, 11,388 of the 11,560 street view images are valid.

3.3. Research Methods

In this paper, based on street view images, semantic segmentation is used to analyze
street view images, and the proportion of various visual features at the corresponding spatial
points of each street view image is identified. Based on the concept of 15-min life circle put
forward by the Chinese government, Chao et al. counted street view images from three scales
of 1 km, 500 m and 200 m. The re-search argued that the smaller the statistical unit is, the more
space with similar visual features could be identified [26]. Based on this, this study further
reduced the research scale, and used three scales of 100 m, 150 m and 200 m to count street
view images to carry out analysis with a higher degree of refinement. Then, the GWmodel
package based on R platform is used to realize geographically weighted principal components
analysis at three scales, in order to identify whether the community visual features at different
scales have spatial differentiation and aggregation, and to test the effectiveness of this method
in identifying community visual features.

3.3.1. Semantic Segmentation Based on Full Convolution Neural Network (FCN)

Image semantic segmentation is the cornerstone technology of image understanding
and one of the important tasks in the field of computer vision. It plays an important
role in automatic driving system (specifically street scene recognition and understanding),
unmanned aerial vehicle application (landing point judgment) and wearable device appli-
cation. At present, there are many high-quality open-source frameworks that can be used.
In the semantic segmentation of street view images, FCN and SegNet are commonly used.
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The core idea of full convolution neural network is to learn the mapping from pixel to
pixel. It is a framework for training end-to-end and pixel to pixel full convolution neural
network, which is an extension of CNN model (Figure 3). The existing FCN model can
identify up to 150 street view elements [27].
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3.3.2. Geographic Weighted Principal Components Analysis (GWPCA)

The statistical concept of geographical weighting was given by Fotheringham, Bruns-
don, Charlton and Lloyd, etc. [28]. Geographically weighted principal components analysis
introduces a series of formulas of geographical weighting, and brought the interaction
of geographical positions among variables into the calculation, thus effectively solving
the problem of spatial heterogeneity in multivariate data. Through the calculation of geo-
graphically weighted mean, geographically weighted variance and covariance of different
locations, the calculation results of geographically weighted principal components analysis
are obtained [29].

Before using geographically weighted principal components analysis, we need to carry
out collinearity test and traditional principal components analysis on the data. KMO and
Bartlett tests are commonly used. After identifying the collinearity and correlation features
of the data, the general KMO value needs to reach more than 0.5. Then, it is necessary to
carry out principal components analysis on the model to further identify the influence of
variable features on the whole. According to the results of principal components analysis,
whether to use geographically weighted principal components analysis can be determined.

Generally, for a series of analysis variables xi, the coordinates at the spatial position i
are (u,v). GWPCA model performs coherent processing on variables xi, and positions u
and v correlations. Through calculation of the mean vector µ(u,v) and the local variance
∑(u,v), the local covariance matrix is decomposed to obtain the local eigenvalues and local
eigenvectors, and then obtain the local principal components.

The formula for calculating the local covariance matrix is:

∑(u, v)= XTW(u, v)X (1)

wherein, X is the cortege matrix of original variables and sample units. For the ith line of the
matrix, the local feature vector of region i is used to obtain the local principal component
score of the ith line. W(u,v) is the geographically weighted diagonal matrix, and the
principal component of (u,v) is:

L(ui, vi)V(ui, vi)L(u i, vi)
T = ∑(u i, vi) (2)

wherein, ui, vi is the local eigenvector matrix, V(ui,vi) is the diagonal matrix of local eigen-
values and ∑(ui,vi) is the local covariance matrix. According to the results of geographically
weighted principal components analysis, a series of local components variances and loads
can be obtained, which can be visualized in space to help to identify the spatial variation
features of multivariate data structures. Therefore, geographically weighted principal
components analysis can evaluate: (1) the spatial explanation of variance contribution of
principal components; (2) local influence of load factor on principal components.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Results
4.1.1. Data Processing

The semantic segmentation model [27] developed by Yao et al. is used to semantically
segment the collected street view images. The pixel contrast accuracy of this model is
81.44% in the training data set and 66.84% in the test data set. The result of semantic
segmentation contains a total of 151 elements. According to the research needs and the
main components of actual visual composition [26], a total of 13 main features are selected,
including the sky, high-rise buildings, ordinary buildings, bicycles, railings, building floors,
road floors, sidewalks, street lamps, shrubs, trees, walls and roadways. The results of
semantic segmentation are shown in Figure 4. The selected visual elements generally
account for more than 90% of the images, which can represent the dominant visual features.
Each sampling point contains images in four directions, and 13 types of features are
averaged as indicators of sampling points. Then, the sampling points included are counted
by using grids at three scales (100 m, 150 m and 200 m). Each grid represents the average
level of street view elements in the region.
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4.1.2. Overall Features Based on Traditional Principal Components Analysis

Before principal components analysis and geographically weighted principal compo-
nents analysis, it is necessary to test the correlation and collinearity of data. Here, KMO
and Bartlett tests are used (Table 1). The test results show that although KMO index is low
and the accuracy of the highest street scale data is only 0.59, all the results are significant at
the level of 1%. KMO index represents the distribution of test data and the independence
between variables. According to scholars’ research and judgment, the proportion of visual
features in street view images based on semantic segmentation has variable distribution
interval of [0, 1], and it is easy to form strong collinearity among variables, so the judgment
interval of KMO index can be appropriately relaxed [26]. This indicates that there is a linear
correlation between the original variables, and the principal components analysis can be
performed on original variables representing visual features. Meanwhile, with the increase
of spatial scale, KMO index also increases, which indicates that the greater the spatial scale,
the stronger the correlation between different visual features.

Table 1. KMO and Bartlett’s test on data of different spatial scales.

Grid of 100 m Grid of 150 m Grid of 200 m

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 0.44 0.47 0.49
Bartlett x2 47,698.00 27,384.63 17,986.37

df 12 12 12
Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000

For traditional principal components analysis. First, traditional principal components
analysis requires to standardize the standard deviation of variables. Since the area ratio of
each element is obtained after semantic segmentation of street view images, the calibration
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of model variables is percentage, so standardization is unnecessary. In factor analysis,
principal components are extracted in the form of variance–covariance matrix, and the
cumulative variance and load factor coefficients can be obtained (Tables 2 and 3). It can be
seen from the table that the cumulative contribution of the first three principal components
gradually increases with the increase of spatial scale, and the cumulative contribution of
the first three principal components exceeds 50% with the data accuracy of 200 m, which
indicates that the first three principal components can explain some features of community
visual features.

Table 2. Summary of global PCA at three spatial scales.

Grid of 100 m Grid of 150 m Grid of 200 m
Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3

Standard deviation (STD) 1.684 1.552 1.353 1.605 1.389 1.261 1.575 1.417 1.290
Proportion of variance

(PPTV) 0.185 0.157 0.119 0.223 0.167 0.138 0.221 0.179 0.149

Cumulative proportion
(CPTV) 0.185 0.342 0.462 0.223 0.390 0.528 0.221 0.401 0.549

Table 3. The component matrix of each visual load factor under three spatial scales.

Grid of 100 m Grid of 150 m Grid of 200 m
Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3

x1, Wall 0.006 0.107 0.183 0.123 0.173 0.322 0.187
x2,

Building −0.619 −0.348 0.593 −0.389 0.604 −0.119 −0.222

x3, Sky −0.202 0.544 −0.595 0.264 0.652
x4, Floor 0.450 0.130 0.141 0.233 0.103 0.267
x5, Tree −0.296 0.563 −0.136 −0.649 0.262 −0.112 −0.630 −0.337
x6, Road −0.360 0.492 −0.255 −0.616 −0.317 0.491 −0.297
x7, Pave −0.377 −0.239 −0.256 −0.643 −0.177 −0.284 −0.585

x8,
Ground 0.116 0.276 −0.186 −0.120 0.136 0.125

x9, Plant 0.319 −0.373 −0.197 0.276 0.180 −0.232 −0.223 0.372
x10, Fence −0.132 0.260 −0.106 −0.144 0.166 0.186

x11,
Skyscraper

x12,
Street-
light

−0.175 −0.208 0.172 −0.247

x13, Bike −0.168 −0.162 −0.157 −0.377 −0.120 −0.399

Note: “x” stands for different main features.

In the table, at the first principal component level, the data of 100-m accuracy can
only explain 18% of the data structure features. At the spatial scale of 200-m accuracy, 22%
of the data structure features can be explained, and the model effect has been improved
to some extent, indicating that the street view visual feature model may have a better
explanatory effect with the expansion of the research scale. In Table 3, the load factor
coefficients of the first three principal components under the three research scales are also
retained. Among them, the correlation values of walls, buildings, trees, ground and plants
are more comprehensive, which is consistent with traditional cognition, and the visual
perception of residents mainly comes from factors such as fences, buildings and plants in
the community.

Generally speaking, although the total proportion of the top three principal compo-
nents is small, due to the particularity of street view data, the proportion of each element (in
percentage) may change linearly with the spatial position, which requires further analysis
from the perspective of spatial position. Based on PCA model, further geographically
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weighted principal components analysis should be performed to identify the local spatial
features and interpretation effectiveness of these characteristic elements.

4.1.3. Local Features Based on Geographically Weighted Principal Components Analysis

On R platform, the operation of geographically weighted principal components analysis
at three spatial scales is realized, and the results of principal component parameters represent-
ing visual features are visualized on GIS platform. Figures 5–7 show the street visual feature
variables corresponding to the cumulative contribution of variance and the maximum load
factor of each spatial unit. The spatial bandwidths of 100 m, 150 m and 200 m are 323, 228 and
118, respectively. This shows that the smaller the spatial statistical scale, the greater the spatial
heterogeneity and complexity of the visual feature variables, and the higher the possibility of
changes in visual features caused by spatial and positional changes.
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Based on the results of traditional principal components analysis, the first three
principal components at three spatial scales are retained in the study (Table 4). From the
change of first principal component in spatial scale, it can be seen that the value of first
principal component also expands with the expansion of spatial scale (the increase of
spatial statistical scale). This is mainly because of the increasing correlation of variables
with the expansion of spatial scale. What is more, the variables can already represent most
of the visual spatial features before dimension reduction.

According to the spatial variation of local cumulative contribution of variance, the cu-
mulative contribution of variances of Nanjing Road Street, Huaihai Middle Road Street and
Ruijin Second Road Street have certain stability and high values, which indicates that the
community visual features of these areas are similar, while Wuliqiao Street, Bansongyuan
Street and Xiaodongmen Street which are along Huangpu River have lower cumulative
contribution of variances which change greatly at different spatial scales. This indicates
that the spatial visual features change greatly, which is also related to the fact that these
regions are alone the river on one side and buildings and plots of different functional types
are arranged on the other side.
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Table 4. Results of geographically weighted principal components analysis of community visual features at three
spatial scales.

Grid of 100 m Grid of 150 m Grid of 200 m
Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3

Standard deviation (STD) 1.480 1.344 1.265 1.510 1.357 1.296 1.615 1.347 1.317
Proportion of variance

(PPTV) 0.169 0.139 0.123 0.175 0.142 0.129 0.201 0.140 0.133

Cumulative proportion
(CPTV) 0.169 0.308 0.431 0.175 0.317 0.446 0.201 0.340 0.474

loadings
x1, Wall 0.531 - 0.170 0.532 - 0.105 0.522 - -

x2, Building - −0.593 −0.336 - 0.398 −0.555 −0.187 −0.583 0.169
x3, Sky −0.249 - 0.577 −0.193 0.343 0.490 −0.175 0.298 0.490

x4, Floor 0.474 - 0.140 0.476 - - 0.494 - -
x5, Tree −0.232 0.593 −0.190 −0.230 −0.614 - −0.212 0.281 −0.570
x6, Road −0.407 - 0.384 −0.390 0.182 0.351 −0.361 0.265 0.226
x7, Pave −0.335 - −0.336 −0.355 −0.254 −0.244 −0.349 −0.138 −0.292

x8, Ground 0.140 0.272 - 0.185 −0.284 0.171 0.183 0.213 −0.159
x9, Plant - 0.344 −0.211 - −0.326 - - 0.231 −0.361

x10, Fence −0.127 0.262 0.145 −0.112 - 0.258 −0.142 0.346 -
x11, Skyscraper - - 0.296 - 0.217 0.266 - 0.244 0.239
x12, Streetlight −0.184 - - −0.192 - - −0.195 - 0.198

x13, Bike −0.151 −0.124 −0.218 −0.159 - −0.259 −0.160 −0.346 -

Note: “x” stands for different main features.

Under different spatial statistical calibers, the spatial distribution of cumulative contri-
bution of variance of community visual feature variables is quite different. For example,
at grid of 100 m, the cumulative contribution of variance decreases from northwest to
southeast, and at grid of 150 m, it has a high value in the Bund Street and the Dapuqiao
street, and decreases to the periphery. The results at grid of 200 m are close to those at grid
of 150 m.

Generally speaking, the results of geographically weighted principal components
analysis show that there is obvious spatial heterogeneity in the community visual features
in Huangpu District, and there is also spatial homogeneity in local visual features. The cor-
relation and contribution among trees, buildings and sidewalks show sensitive differences
with the change of spatial scale. For example, at grid of 100 m, high-rise buildings and
plants have higher load factors, while at grid of 150 m, the higher load factor variables are
bicycles and ground. There are similar changes at grid of 200 m.

In a word, the overall analysis of the results of geographically weighted principal
components analysis shows that the meanings of the changes in community visual features
that can be explained by geographically weighted principal components analysis are
also different at different scales. Among it, the grid of 100 m can determine the activity
intensity and vegetation coverage of people, and the grids of 150 m and 200 m can represent
the functions of communities to a certain extent. Among it, although the first principal
component value of the data at the grid of 200 m is relatively high in the model, there is a
relatively serious loss of information according to the spatial distribution of the data.

4.2. Discussion

Further analysis of the spatial distribution of load factors shows that the dominant
load factors are trees, high-rise buildings, sidewalks and bicycles at grid of 100 m, trees,
walls and ground at grid of 150 m and trees, high-rise buildings and ground at grid of
200 m. Although the spatial distribution of the load factors is quite different, from the
homogeneity and heterogeneity of the variables of the main visual features, the high-rise
buildings and trees are the main community visual features of the Huangpu District, which
is also in line with the reality.
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According to the analysis of the spatial distribution of load factors at grid of 100 m,
in terms of the first principal component, there are more high-rise buildings in Nanjing
East Road (Figure 8a,b) and the Bund (Figure 8c,d), and there is wide ground in Huaihai
Middle Road Street (Figure 8e,f). Besides, there is more complete sky around Laoximen and
Xiaodongmen (Figure 8g,h), and more green space in Ruijin Second Road Street, Dapuqiao
Street and Wuliqiao Street (Figure 9). The following figures list street view images of some
points located in these areas with higher load factors in the street view data.
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images of Ruijin Second Road, Dapuqiao Street and Wuliqiao Street.
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Figure 9. Six principal component combination modes of visual features of the Bund Street and
reference street view images.

Although there is no strong correlation among variance contributions at different
scales, they can be interpreted with certain credibility at their respective spatial statistical
scales independently, and the spatial distribution of variance contribution further confirms
the spatial differentiation state of community visual elements. The above geospatial
statistical analysis is based on the street view image data of Huangpu District. At different
spatial statistical scales, the application of community visual feature analysis has different
scenarios. For example, in the model calculated by grid of 100 m, although the contribution
of the first three principal components is not high, further analysis of the model results at
grid of 100 m shows that the calculation results summarize the visual features well.

Taking the Bund Street as an example, the Bund area with traditional style, historical
street and shops along the street as its main styles also has different visual features. Among
the first three principal component composition modes in the 100 m grid model, except the
combination mode with the proportion less than 5%, six principal component combination
modes be can summarized from 267 statistical units (2172 in Huangpu District) (Table 5).
Among the 267 units, 54 units are of “Building-Streetlight-Wall” combination mode. The
combination mode with lower proportion is “Skyscraper-Building-Plant”, accounting for
only 5.62%. The former shows the spatial features of small blocks, dense road network and
low-rise buildings in the Bund area, while the latter shows the landscape visual features
that there are more high-rise buildings around the Bund area and less proportion of green
plants. Comparing with the actual street view images in the Bund area (Figure 9), it
is observed that street view images with similar styles are also classified into different
combination modes in the model because of their different dominant visual components,
and the spatial heterogeneity of combination modes has shaped various visual features in
the Bund area.

Table 5. Proportion of the composition modes of the first three principal components in the Bund
Street at the grid of 100 m.

Combination Modes of PCAs %

1 Building Streetlight Wall 20.22%
2 Wall Streetlight Floor 16.48%
3 Skyscraper Building Wall 8.61%
4 Floor Streetlight Plant 7.12%
5 Wall Floor Pave 7.12%
6 Skyscraper Building Plant 5.62%
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Through the analysis of street view visual features, it is verified once again that it
is feasible to identify the spatial heterogeneity of visual features based on street view,
and the spatial distribution of visual features heterogeneity can reflect the differences of
landscape styles in urban areas: (1) in the global analysis, to verify the universality of spatial
heterogeneity of visual features, this paper uses street view images to further understand
the relationship between visual features and space from a new dimension, and finds that
the spatial heterogeneity of visual features is universal, and different spatial statistical
scales will only affect the heterogeneity; (2) in the local analysis, to explore the main visual
features of the local area, this paper selects the Bund area in Huangpu District for detailed
analysis. The research shows that buildings, street walls and street lamps are the main
single visual elements, and “Building-Streetlight-Wall” and “Wall-Streetlight-Floor” are the
main visual combination features in areas with historical buildings and small-scale streets
as the main styles. The research shows that buildings, street walls and street lamps are the
main single visual elements, and “Building-Streetlight-Wall” and “Wall-Streetlight-Floor”
are the main visual combination features in areas with historical buildings and small-scale
streets as the main styles.

Similar to most researches on street view images, the proportion of trees, high-rise
buildings, sky and street walls are the main influencing factors when identifying the
elements that reflect the visual features of the community. At all these scales, the results
show that trees, high-rise buildings and street walls have higher contribution in visual
features. Although the sky proportion does not have high local variance contribution, the
stability of changes of its load factor indicates that it may also be one of the main factors
affecting community visual features.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the method integrating machine learning, geographically weighted prin-
cipal components analysis and spatial analysis is used to give full play to the advantages
of different methods in landscape aesthetics research. Based on the research of Chao’s
larger-scale statistical units [26], the smaller-scale statistical units of 100 m, 150 m and
200 m are demonstrated, and the combination mode of the first three principal components
extracted after principal components analysis is tried to judge the dominant community
visual features.

This study also has some limitations, which are reflected in the data sources and re-
search methods: (1) Firstly, the limitation of street view picture data. Focusing on the spatial
distribution of the dominant visual features of street view, we have not yet considered the
variables other than street view images, such as sound, smell and temperature. Street view
images also have their limitations, and scenes in residential areas, yards and parks have
not been collected in the data. (2) Secondly, the limitation of principal components analysis.
Principal components analysis mentioned in this paper is an objective quantitative method
of built environment elements. Its results can affect pedestrians’ subjective perception expe-
rience, but cannot fully represent their subjective cognition. Dominant visual features mean
that the proportion of principal components is high, but elements with high proportion
of principal components do not mean that they also have rich practical significance. The
model has not taken into account of the color and practical significance of elements. For
example, although traffic lights have extremely small proportion of principal components,
they are still the main visual centers of pedestrians and vehicles at intersections because of
their guiding significance.

In the follow-up study, we will consider including images from social platforms,
street view images taken by ourselves and city scene images obtained by other methods
into the research to further expand the research samples. Seen from the research results
of heterogeneity of visual features, street view images have good application scene in
identifying the landscape composition pattern of the local space of the city. Future research
should focus on the following two points: (1) At the macro level, trying to guide the
cityscape zoning and planning in urban design based on the classification of elements in
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street view images. (2) At the micro level, cooperating with the refined design and built
environment element control in urban renewal practice.
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